
 

 

Paddle Guide for New Players 
 

We have gathered six of the best all-around pickleball paddles available today and 
categorized them for players who have a racket-sports background (tennis, racquetball, etc.) and 
those who come to the sport with no such background. Each section has three paddles, including 
weight and other characteristics that will help you pick the best paddle for you. 

 
All six paddles included in n this Guide are solid choices that will provide you a well-rounded 
playable paddle. In other words, you just cannot go wrong with any of the paddles listed below. 

If you have any questions, please send them to us at Pickleballquestion@In2Pickle.com. 
 

Players with no Racket-Sports Background 

   
Engage Encore 
 

(Note – the regular Encore, not the 
Pro, XL, or other model) 
 
  

Paddle Link 7.4-7.8 oz. 

$$ 

 

The Encore is one of the most evenly balanced pickleball paddles out there. It has a great blend 
of both touch and power. If you grab the paddle face with your finger(s) for more control this 
might a good paddle with its shorter handle length. This is a well-rounded weight neutral paddle 
that will meet all your play needs. 

 
Selkirk Latitude 

 

Paddle Link 6.9-7.5 oz. 

$+ 

Small grip 
2-Handed 
 

The Latitude is a lightweight pickleball paddle with a large hitting surface. This paddle is a solid 
all-around choice for a beginner player. The paddle will be easy to move around the court.  It is 
a good value for an introductory paddle, particularly if you are looking for a lighter paddle. 
 

Prolite Bolt 

 

Paddle Link 7.4-8.0 oz. 

$ 

Best Budget 

Paddle 
 

The Bolt is, by far, the least expensive pickleball paddle on our list and is the best choice for a 
cost-effective paddle with playability. Even though this paddle is a fraction of the cost of other 

paddles, it delivers on paddle feel. If $40 is what you have budgeted for a paddle, look no 
further than the Bolt. 
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Players with a Racket-Sports Background 

   

Paddletek Bantam EX-L 
 
(Note – the regular Bantam EX-L, not 
the Pro) 

 

Paddle Link 7.8-8.4 oz. 

$$ 

2-Handed 

 

The Bantam EX-L is a midweight pickleball paddle that adds a little more power to your shot. 
Yet the paddle does it without sacrificing control. Both Bantam paddles have a generous sweet 
spot and great paddle feel. The handle length is a little over 5" and has a slim comfortable 
grip. If you are looking for a great all-around performer, the EX-L is one of the best paddles on 

the market. 
 
 

Paddletek Bantam TS-5 
 
(Note – the regular Bantam TS-5, not 
the Pro) 

  

Paddle Link 7.0-7.5 oz. 

$$ 

2-Handed 

The Bantam TS-5 is the EX-L’s baby sister. It is a lightweight, but still well-balanced pickleball 
paddle. It has a generous hitting surface and great feedback. The handle length and width will 
be comfortable for most players, even those with smaller hands. If you would prefer a lighter 

paddle without sacrificing playability, the TS-5 is the paddle for you. 
  
 
Gamma Mirage 

 

Paddle Link 7.8-8.2 oz. 

$$ 

 

The shape of the Mirage gives a little more swingweight to the paddle. The paddle delivers 

more power than the others on the list and is a great value for the price. The handle is shorter so 
if you have a 2-handed backhand opt for one of the Bantams. If you want a paddle that has a 
tennis racket feel to it on swing, this paddle is for you. 
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